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Transcription factor modularity in a gene-centered
C. elegans core neuronal protein–DNA
interaction network
Vanessa Vermeirssen,1 M. Inmaculada Barrasa,1 César A. Hidalgo,2
Jenny Aurielle B. Babon,1 Reynaldo Sequerra,3 Lynn Doucette-Stamm,3
Albert-László Barabási,2 and Albertha J.M. Walhout1,4
1Program in Gene Function and Expression and Program in Molecular Medicine, University of Massachusetts Medical School,
Worcester, Massachusetts 01605, USA; 2Center for Complex Network Research, Department of Physics, University of Notre
Dame, Notre Dame, Indiana 46556, USA; 3Agencourt Bioscience Corporation, Beverly, Massachusetts 01915, USA
Transcription regulatory networks play a pivotal role in the development, function, and pathology of metazoan
organisms. Such networks are comprised of protein–DNA interactions between transcription factors (TFs) and their
target genes. An important question pertains to how the architecture of such networks relates to network
functionality. Here, we show that a Caenorhabditis elegans core neuronal protein–DNA interaction network is organized
into two TF modules. These modules contain TFs that bind to a relatively small number of target genes and are
more systems specific than the TF hubs that connect the modules. Each module relates to different functional aspects
of the network. One module contains TFs involved in reproduction and target genes that are expressed in neurons as
well as in other tissues. The second module is enriched for paired homeodomain TFs and connects to target genes
that are often exclusively neuronal. We find that paired homeodomain TFs are specifically expressed in C. elegans and
mouse neurons, indicating that the neuronal function of paired homeodomains is evolutionarily conserved. Taken
together, we show that a core neuronal C. elegans protein–DNA interaction network possesses TF modules that relate
to different functional aspects of the complete network.
[Supplemental material is available online at www.genome.org.]
Differential gene expression is an important driving force in the
development, function, and pathology of multicellular organ-
isms. Differential gene expression is first regulated at the level of
transcription initiation by regulatory transcription factors (TFs)
that directly bind to their genomic DNA targets, resulting in an
activation or repression of target gene expression. In metazoans,
5%–10% of the genes encode predicted TFs (Levine and Tjian
2003; Reece-Hoyes et al. 2005), each of which likely regulates the
expression of multiple target genes. TFs function in the context
of intricate transcription regulatory networks that describe gene
expression as a function of inputs specified by physical and func-
tional interactions between TFs and DNA (for review, see Blais
and Dynlacht 2005; Davidson and Levine 2005; Walhout 2006).
Although transcription regulatory networks in unicellular sys-
tems have been studied extensively, the architecture and func-
tionality of the networks that control multicellular development
and function remain poorly understood.
A first step in deciphering transcription regulatory networks
is the large-scale mapping of protein–DNA interactions (PDIs)
between TFs and their target genes (Walhout 2006). TF-centered
approaches such as chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP), can
be used to identify the DNA sequences bound by a TF in vivo (for
review, see Blais and Dynlacht 2005; Elnitski et al. 2006). In com-
plex metazoan systems, such methods are limited to TFs that are
widely and highly expressed, and for which suitable antibodies
are available. Gene-centered methods such as the Gateway-
compatible yeast one-hybrid system (Y1H) provide a high-
throughput, condition-independent approach for the systematic
identification of PDIs between gene promoters and TFs
(Deplancke et al. 2004). The Y1H system can be used to effi-
ciently identify a wide variety of metazoan TFs. For instance, we
recently described a Caenorhabditis elegans digestive tract PDI net-
work containing >100 predicted TFs, most of which were previ-
ously uncharacterized (Deplancke et al. 2006a). In addition to
validating multiple Y1H interactions in vivo, we demonstrated
that this PDI network is enriched for TFs that are themselves
expressed in the digestive tract. This suggests that the gene-
centered Y1H system enables the identification of specific PDI
networks that involve genes and TFs that function in a tissue of
interest.
In C. elegans, 15 types of neurons sense the chemical envi-
ronment or temperature (Melkman and Sengupta 2005). These
neurons are defined by the combinatorial expression of terminal
differentiation genes, or “gene batteries.” This expression is ac-
complished through the action of different combinations of TFs
(Hobert 2005). Several TFs have been reported to determine neu-
ronal cell fate and function (Lanjuin and Sengupta 2004; Hobert
2005). However, it is unclear how the expression of these TFs
themselves is regulated. To gain insight into the transcription
regulatory networks that govern neuronal TF expression, we
mapped a PDI network with all TF-encoding genes that are
known to be expressed and/or function in C. elegans chemo- and
thermosensory neurons. Since only TF-encoding genes are used
as target genes, the resulting network can be considered a “core
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neuronal PDI network” (Davidson et al. 2003; Deplancke et al.
2006a).
We find that the core neuronal PDI network contains two TF
modules that each associate with different functional aspects of the
network: one module contains TFs involved in reproduction and
connects to target genes that are expressed in neurons and other
tissues, whereas the other module is enriched for paired homeodo-
main TFs that bind to target genes that are primarily expressed in
neurons. We find that paired homeodomain TFs tend to be exclu-
sively expressed in neurons in both C. elegans and in mouse, sug-
gesting that their neuronal function is evolutionarily conserved.
Results
Mapping a core neuronal PDI network by gene-centered Y1H
assays
We selected 50 promoters of TF-encoding genes as DNA baits for
Y1H assays. These promoters correspond to TF-encoding genes
that are known to be expressed and/or function in chemo- and
thermosensory neurons and their interneurons (Supplemental
Table S1). We successfully created Y1H bait strains for 47 of the
50 promoters (94%, Supplemental Fig. S1; Supplemental Table
S2). To attain high PDI coverage, we performed four Y1H assays:
all baits were screened versus an AD-wrmcDNA library (Walhout
et al. 2000b) and an AD-TF mini-library (Deplancke et al. 2004),
several baits (Supplemental Table S2) were mated versus an AD-
TF yeast array (V. Vermeirssen, B. Deplancke, M.I. Barrasa, J.S.
Reece-Hoyes, H.E. Arda, C.A. Grove, N.J. Martinez, R. Sequerra, L.
Doucette-Stamm, M.R. Brent, et al., in prep.) and all baits were
used in a final Y1H matrix experiment using available interactor
TFs (Supplemental Fig. S1; Supplemental Table S2). Combined,
these assays retrieved 376 PDIs (Supplemental Table S3).
High-throughput methods have the advantage to rapidly
generate large datasets, but such datasets may contain false posi-
tive information. In order to minimize the inclusion of false posi-
tives, we developed a stringent standardized scoring system for
high-throughput Y1H assays and applied it to our data set
(Supplemental Materials; Supplemental Fig. S2; Supplemental
Table S4). The scoring system takes several criteria, which con-
tribute to the quality of a PDI into account, including the DNA
bait, the interactor prey, and the interaction itself. After scoring,
we extracted a high-confidence Y1H data set consisting of 282
PDIs between 38 promoters and 94 interactors. We visualized the
high-confidence PDIs into a “core neuronal PDI network” graph.
All PDIs, except one, were connected into a single network (Fig.
1A; Supplemental Fig. S4). All PDIs can be accessed in our EDGEdb
database (Barrasa et al. 2007, http://edgedb.umassmed.edu).
From PDIs to transcription regulatory interactions by data
integration
Y1H data do not provide insight into the transcriptional conse-
quences of PDIs, i.e., activation or repression (Walhout 2006). By
integrating physical interactions with previously reported regu-
latory information, we converted several PDIs into transcription
regulatory interactions (Fig. 1B). We detected a total of seven
autoregulatory loops, i.e., TFs binding their own promoter, in-
volving CEH-10, DAC-1, DAF-19, NHR-41, ODR-7, UNC-30, and
UNC-42. Three of these confirm physical interactions for previ-
ously suggested autoregulatory events (Fig. 1B) (Baran et al. 1999;
Swoboda et al. 2000; Sarafi-Reinach et al. 2001).
We found two novel physical interactions between compo-
nents that were known to function together in the diversification
of bilateral asymmetric neurons: DIE-1 interacted with Pcog-1
and FOZI-1 bound to Plim-6 (Fig. 1B). Johnston et al. (2006) pre-
viously reported that DIE-1 and FOZI-1 negatively regulate the
expression of cog-1 and lim-6, respectively. Together with our
Y1H results, this suggests that DIE-1 and FOZI-1 may act as direct
transcriptional repressors of cog-1 and lim-6.
We also identified three interologs or regulogs, i.e., evolu-
tionarily conserved PDIs (Walhout et al. 2000a; Yu et al. 2004):
VAB-3 bound to Pdac-1, TTX-1 bound to Punc-30, and UNC-30
bound its own promoter (Fig. 1B). During eye development in
Drosophila, eyeless, the ortholog of VAB-3, activates the expres-
sion of dac, the ortholog of dac-1 (Page et al. 2001). In mouse, it
has been shown that Pitx1 and Pitx2, orthologs of UNC-30, and
Otx1, an ortholog of TTX-1, positively regulate the Pitx1 pro-
moter (Goodyer et al. 2003). Together, this suggests that VAB-3 is
a direct transcriptional activator of dac-1 and that TTX-1 and
UNC-30 can both directly activate the expression of unc-30.
Functional properties of the core neuronal PDI network
We characterized the functional properties of the network by
available annotations of the interactor TFs. Since we chose a set
of neuronal TF-encoding genes as targets in Y1H assays, we hy-
pothesized that the core neuronal PDI network may be enriched
for neuronally expressed interactor TFs, but not for TFs that are
expressed in other tissues. In WormBase version WS153 (http://
www.wormbase.org), expression pattern information was avail-
able for 293 of the 940 predicted C. elegans TFs (V. Vermeirssen,
B. Deplancke, M.I. Barrasa, J.S. Reece-Hoyes, H.E. Arda, C.A.
Grove, N.J. Martinez, R. Sequerra, L. Doucette-Stamm, M.R.
Brent, et al., in prep.). WS153 contained expression pattern in-
formation for 66% of the interactor TFs in the network. Of all 293
TFs for which expression patterns are available, 63% had a neu-
ronal expression pattern and 73% were expressed in multiple
tissues, suggesting an extensive “re-use” of TFs in different bio-
logical processes. Despite this fact, we did observe a significant
enrichment for TFs expressed in neurons in the core neuronal
PDI network (76%, P < 0.05), but not for TFs expressed in the
digestive tract, epithelial system, reproductive system, muscle, or
excretory system in C. elegans (Table 1).
The interactor TFs in the core neuronal PDI network were
significantly enriched for the homeodomain DNA-binding do-
main (28% in the core neuronal PDI network versus 10% in all
predicted TFs, P < 0.001; Fig. 2). This was mainly due to the over-
representation of the paired homeodomain (P < 0.001; Fig. 2, inset).
In addition, the interactor TFs in the core neuronal PDI network
were significantly depleted for the nuclear hormone receptor DNA-
binding domain (P < 0.001; Fig. 2). Nuclear hormone receptors of-
ten bind DNA as dimers (Fuller 1991). Our current version of the
Y1H system is not configured to detect PDIs with heterodimers,
which could explain the smaller proportion of nuclear hormone
receptors in the network. However, as discussed below, this smaller
proportion could potentially be biologically relevant.
To further functionally characterize the interactor TFs, we
inspected their Biological Process terms in the Gene Ontology
(GO) database (Ashburner et al. 2000) (Supplemental Table S8).
Compared with all predicted TFs in C. elegans, the interactor TFs
in the core neuronal PDI network were significantly enriched for
the GO terms “development” (P < 0.01) and “response to stimu-
lus” (P < 0.001), both of which could be expected due to the
selection of the target genes. Surprisingly, we also found an en-
richment for the GO term “reproduction” (P < 0.01).
Vermeirssen et al.
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Taken together, we found that the core neuronal PDI net-
work is enriched for interactor TFs that are neuronally expressed,
that possess a paired homeodomain DNA-binding domain, and
that associate with GO terms that relate
to both organism development and
function.
The core neuronal PDI network contains
both interactor and promoter hubs
To explore the architecture of the core
neuronal PDI network, we first exam-
ined the degree distribution of both the
promoter and the interactor nodes. As
expected, the outgoing connectivity of
the core neuronal PDI network followed
a power law (Fig. 3A) (Barabasi and Al-
bert 1999). This can be attributed to the
presence of “interactor hubs,” i.e., TFs
that bind to a disproportionately large
number of promoters. The incoming
connectivity could be fit by a power law
with saturation (Fig. 3B; Supplemental
Materials). Promoters were on average
bound by 7.4 interactors (i.e., the mean),
whereas the median was four interactors
(Supplemental Table S5). The difference
in mean and median and the incoming
degree distribution indicates the pres-
ence of “promoter hubs,” i.e., promoters
that are bound by a disproportionately
large number of TFs. Indeed, the pro-
moters Pnhr-79, Pcog-1, Pdaf-3, and
Punc-30 are bound by 22, 25, 27, and 36
interactors, respectively. In contrast to
interactor hubs, none of these promoter
hubs are essential for viability (Kamath
et al. 2003; Sonnichsen et al. 2005).
The digestive tract PDI network,
which contains target genes expressed in
the C. elegans pharynx, intestine, and/or
rectum (Deplancke et al. 2006a), con-
tains a number of interactor hubs that
bind to target genes that are expressed in
both the pharynx and the intestine,
even though these organs are derived
from distinct germ layers. Therefore, we
hypothesized that these interactor hubs
may function as global regulators of
gene expression i.e., they control the ex-
pression of many genes expressed in
many different tissues. Eighty three per-
cent of the interactor hubs (here defined
as the 5% most highly connected inter-
actors) in the core neuronal PDI network
were also retrieved as interactor hubs in
the digestive-tract PDI network, whereas
only 47% of the less well-connected in-
teractors overlap (Fig. 3C). This suggests
that C. elegans genes that are expressed
in different tissues may indeed be under
the control of the same global regulators
and that less well-connected interactors may function as specifi-
ers in each tissue. One interactor hub in the core neuronal PDI
network, C32D5.1, was not retrieved in the digestive-tract net-
Figure 1. A C. elegans core neuronal PDI network. (A) The core neuronal PDI network visualized
using Cytoscape v2.3 (for a larger depiction, see Supplemental Fig. S4). (B) From PDIs to transcription
regulatory interactions by data integration. (Top) Three autoregulatory PDIs confirmed proposed regu-
latory interactions. DAF-19 was proposed to regulate its own expression because the daf-19 promoter
contains a predicted DAF-19 binding site (RFX box). (Middle) Two new PDIs may be involved in the
determination of bilateral asymmetry in neurons. (Bottom) Two putative interologs/regulogs. Dotted
lines with arrow (activation) or blunt arrow (repression), regulation; solid lines with dotted arrow,
physical interaction.
Protein–DNA interaction network modularity
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work (Deplancke et al. 2006a). By directed Y1H assays, we found
that C32D5.1 can bind a similar proportion of digestive tract
promoters as neuronal promoters (Supplemental Fig. S3), sug-
gesting that it was missed in the digestive tract cDNA library
screens and that C32D5.1 may also function as a global regulator.
C32D5.1 does not have a predicted DNA-binding domain (Reece-
Hoyes et al. 2005), but we confirmed that C32D5.1 can bind
directly to its target genes by ChIP in yeast (Supplemental Fig.
S3). Moreover, it does share 58% similarity and 38% identity with
the predicted MADF DNA-binding domain of Y55F3BR.5 (Supple-
mental Fig. S3). Together, these observations suggest that
C32D5.1 may indeed be a DNA-binding protein, potentially with
a MADF-type DNA-binding domain.
Cross-regulation
Cross-regulation occurs when, within a system of interest (i.e.,
cell, tissue, or organ), many TFs regulate each other’s expression.
Previously, cross-regulation has been observed in both human
and yeast regulatory networks (Borneman et al. 2006; Odom et al.
2006). In the core neuronal PDI network, we also found signifi-
cant cross-regulation, as 16 of the 94 interactors corresponded to
TFs that were included in the target gene set (P < 0.001). Inter-
estingly, multiple target genes encode homeodomain TFs (41%),
and the core neuronal PDI network is enriched for homeodo-
main interactor TFs (Fig. 2). Similarly,
both the target genes and many interac-
tor TFs are expressed in neurons (Table
1). However, the cross-regulation was
not solely responsible for either the
homeodomain or neuronal enrichment
of the interactor TFs in the network
(data not shown). Taken together, we
find a significant level of cross-
regulation in the core neuronal PDI net-
work.
The core neuronal PDI network
contains two TF modules
Metabolic and protein–protein interac-
tion networks can often be decomposed
into functional modules: groups of
highly interconnected components that
together carry out particular biological
functions (Ravasz et al. 2002; Han et al.
2004; Yook et al. 2004; Gunsalus et al.
2005). To examine whether the core neuronal PDI network
possesses a modular architecture, we analyzed the topological
overlap coefficient (TOC) or mutual clustering coefficient
for each pair of nodes (Ravasz et al. 2002; Goldberg and Roth
2003). This is a relative measure for the number of interaction
partners shared by a pair of nodes, and ranges from 0 for node
pairs that do not share any interacting partners to 1 for node
pairs that share all interacting partners (Fig. 4A). Since PDI net-
works are directed networks, we calculated the TOC separately
for each pair of promoters and each pair of interactors. The TOC
for a pair of promoters defines the overlap of their interactors.
The TOC for a pair of interactors defines the overlap of the pro-
moters they interact with. We used two formulas, the meet/min
and the geometric formula, both of which gave similar results
(Fig. 4B; Supplemental Fig. S5) (Goldberg and Roth 2003). The
resulting topological overlap matrix was clustered in order to
place nodes with similar TOCs close to each other. The topologi-
cal overlap matrix of promoters exhibited no modularity (data
not shown). In the topological overlap matrix of interactors,
however, we observed two clusters with similar TOCs, referred
to as module 1 and module 2 (Fig. 4B; Supplemental Fig. S5). As
a control, we performed the same analysis for randomized
networks with the same single node characteristics and did not
observe modularity (data not shown). By visualizing a topologi-
cal overlap network (Fig. 4A), which linked interactors that had
a TOC above a threshold value, we confirmed that the interactors
could be separated into two modules (Fig. 4B; Supplemental
Fig. S5).
Functional aspects of the core neuronal PDI network are
reflected in the two TF modules
The two interactor modules could be traced back to different sets
of promoter hubs (Fig. 4C). Module 1 consisted of interactors
that bound at least two of the following promoter hubs: Pdaf-3,
Pcog-1, or Pnhr-79. Module 2 contained interactors shared be-
tween the promoter hub Punc-30 and nine other promoters,
predominantly the promoter hub Pceh-23. When we further in-
spected these promoter hubs, we observed that daf-3, cog-1, and
nhr-79 (module 1) all encode TFs that are expressed and/or func-
tion in neurons and in other tissues as well, whereas unc-30 and
Figure 2. The core neuronal PDI network is enriched for paired homeodomains. The percentage of
the different DNA-binding domains in TFs retrieved in the core neuronal PDI network versus all C.
elegans TFs. The network is significantly enriched for TFs that possess a homeodomain (HD, P < 0.001),
particularly paired homeodomains (HD-PRD, inset, P < 0.001), and is significantly depleted for nuclear
hormone receptors (ZF-NHR, P < 0.001).
Table 1. The core neuronal PDI netowork is enriched for
neuronally expressed interactor TFs
Tissue
TFs with
expression
patterns in
core neuronal
PDI network
Total TFs
with
expression
patterns
P-value for
enrichment
Total 55 293
Neurons 42 186 0.0186a
Digestive tract 29 173 0.9071
Epithelial system 30 144 0.2300
Muscle 18 87 0.3467
Reproductive system 22 118 0.5762
Excretory system 5 40 0.9103
aSignificant enrichment.
Vermeirssen et al.
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ceh-23 (module 2) are predominantly expressed in neurons and
function in the determination of neuronal cell fate. In addition,
half of the other target genes of module 2 are exclusively ex-
pressed in neurons (Supplemental Table S6). In total, 29% of the
interactors and 21% of the PDIs were present in the two modules.
The interactors in both modules have a low out-degree (Fig. 4C;
Supplemental Table S6), suggesting that these TFs are specifiers
(Deplancke et al. 2006a). Interactors with a higher average de-
gree, including the global regulators, connect the two modules
(Supplemental Table S6).
Next, we asked whether the functional properties of the core
neuronal PDI network were reflected in the modules. As ex-
pected, both modules contained many neuronally expressed TFs
(Supplemental Table S6). However, we found several functional
differences between the two modules. Only module 1 was en-
riched for the GO terms “reproduction” and “response to stimu-
lus” (P < 0.001, Supplemental Table S8). Since the numbers are
small, we also investigated the available mutant and RNAi phe-
notypes as documented in WormBase (http://www.wormbase.
org) and found the same results (Fig. 4C; Supplemental Table S6).
These GO enrichments correlate with the functional annotation
of the target genes: cog-1 is involved in vulva forma-
tion and cog-1 mutants are egg-laying defective and sterile (Page
et al. 2001), whereas daf-3 functions in the TGF- path-
way, which transports sensory cues of the environment to the
egg-laying and dauer-formation circuits (Patterson et al. 1997).
Module 2 was significantly enriched for homeodomain TFs
(P < 0.001) and especially paired homeodomains (P < 0.01). Since
half of the target genes in module 2 are
exclusively expressed in neurons and
function as neuronal cell-fate determi-
nants, this suggests that the TFs these
genes interact with may be specifically
expressed in neurons as well.
Paired homeodomain TFs are expressed
in neurons in both C. elegans and mouse
Since the core neuronal PDI network
and module 2 were both enriched for in-
teractor TFs that are expressed in neu-
rons and that possess a (paired) ho-
meodomain DNA-binding domain, we
hypothesized that (paired) homeodo-
main-containing TFs are likely to be
neuronally expressed. To test this, we
analyzed the available expression pat-
terns of all predicted C. elegans TFs in
WS153. Indeed, we found a positive as-
sociation between neuronal expression
and homeodomains both for TFs that
are expressed in neurons as well as in
other tissues (P < 0.01) and for TFs that
are exclusively neuronal (P < 0.05; Fig.
5A). Homeodomain TFs that are exclu-
sively expressed in neurons tend to spe-
cifically possess a paired homeodomain
(P < 0.01). We also found a negative as-
sociation between neuronal expres-
sion and nuclear hormone receptors
(P < 0.001), suggesting that the deple-
tion of this family in the core neuronal
PDI network may be biologically relevant.
Next, we examined whether the positive association be-
tween paired homeodomains and neuronal expression is evolu-
tionarily conserved. We analyzed murine tissue-specific TF gene
expression profiles available in SymAtlas (Su et al. 2004). We also
observed a significant enrichment for murine homeodomain TFs
that are exclusively expressed in neurons (P < 0.001; Fig. 5B).
Moreover, we noted once more that these TFs tend to possess a
paired homeodomain (P < 0.05), which complements the obser-
vations made for the C. elegans core neuronal PDI network. To a
lesser extent, homeodomains were also enriched in murine en-
docrine and reproductive systems. However, paired homeodo-
mains were not responsible for the enrichment in these tissues
(Fig. 5B). In two other datasets of TF gene expression in mouse
and human, we also noticed that neuronal tissues specifically
express homeodomain TFs (Gray et al. 2004; Kong et al. 2006;
data not shown). We analyzed the GO terms of murine-paired
homeodomain TFs and noticed an enrichment for “central ner-
vous system development,” “brain development,” “eye develop-
ment,” “neurogenesis,” “neuron differentiation,” and “neuron
migration” (data not shown). We conclude that homeodomain
TFs in general, and paired homeodomain TFs in particular, likely
regulate neuronal gene expression during development in both
C. elegans and in mouse.
Finally, we noticed additional correlations between TF fami-
lies and expression patterns (Fig. 5). In the future, such correla-
tions may help to decipher the transcription regulatory networks
of particular tissues, organs, and cell types.
Figure 3. Architecture of the C. elegans core neuronal PDI network. (A) Out-degree distribution.
Logarithmic binning was applied to fit a power law to P(kout): P(kout) = 0.69k
2.05 (R2 = 0.99; inset ).
(B ) In-degree distribution. Logarithmic binning was applied to fit a power law with saturation to
P(kin) = 1093.2*(10.83 + k)
3.30 (R2 = 0.97; inset). (C) Interactor hubs in the core neuronal PDI net-
work have a similar out-degree in the digestive tract PDI network (diagonal). Interactors specific for
each network are localized on the axes. The colors indicate the number of interactors per feature.
Protein–DNA interaction network modularity
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Discussion
Gene-centered PDI networks
In this study, we present a gene-centered
PDI network of neuronal TF-encoding
genes in the nematode C. elegans. This
network contains 282 high-confidence
PDIs, between 38 promoters and 94 in-
teractors. Most of the PDIs are novel and
most TFs retrieved were heretofore un-
characterized. This demonstrates that
gene-centered approaches rapidly ex-
pand our knowledge about PDIs and
help annotate both individual TFs and
TF families (see below).
Several observations demonstrate
that the Gateway-compatible Y1H sys-
tem yields high-quality PDIs. First, we
show that a stringent and standardized
scoring system can be used to extract
high-confidence Y1H interactions. Sec-
ond, we show that networks derived
from sets of target genes expressed in a
particular tissue are enriched for inter-
actors that are also expressed in that tis-
sue (this study; Deplancke et al. 2006a).
Third, by integrating PDI data with regu-
latory information, we convert PDIs into
transcription regulatory interactions.
Fourth, we find several interologs. Fifth,
many PDIs can be connected to previ-
ously reported observations. For in-
stance, we find interactions between fac-
tors and target genes that are expressed
in the same cell(s), e.g., Pnhr-38/CEH-14
in AFD sensory neurons (Miyabayashi et
al. 1999; Cassata et al. 2006) and Punc-
30/ALR-1 in GABAergic neurons (Melk-
man and Sengupta 2005). In addition,
we find a putative regulatory cascade
that may be involved in dauer forma-
tion: DAF-16 binds the daf-3 promoter,
DAF-3 binds the daf-19 promoter, and
DAF-19 regulates its own expression.
Network architecture
Cellular networks are characterized by a
scale-free connectivity distribution due
to the presence of highly connected
nodes, or hubs (Barabasi and Oltvai
2004). Our observation that C. elegans
interactor hubs connect to genes ex-
pressed in different tissues and cell types
suggest that such global regulators func-
tion throughout the animal. In agree-
ment with this, we previously found
that global regulators tend to be broadly
expressed, to be essential for viability,
and to be toxic when overexpressed (De-
plancke et al. 2006a). We find that inter-
actors with a low out-degree tend to be
Figure 4. The core neuronal PDI network contains two specifier TF modules. (A) From a PDI network
to a topological overlap network. (B) Topological overlap matrix for the interactors using the geometric
formula and the resulting topological overlap network for interactor pairs with a topological coefficient
0.2. (Pink) Interactors in module 1 that connect to the promoter hubs Pdaf-3, Pcog-1, and Pnhr-79;
(green) interactors in module 2 that bind the promoter hub Punc-30, in addition to Pceh-23, Pnhr-83,
PT22H9.4, Pnhr-41, Pttx-1, Pdaf-19, Phlh-2, Pnhr-6, or Plin-32. (See Supplemental Fig. 5 for the mod-
ules obtained with the meet/min formula.) (C) PDI network corresponding to the interactors indicated
in B. (Red) Paired homeodomain; (orange) other homeodomain, (R) reproduction; (B) response to
stimulus (behavior). The average outgoing degree is indicated.
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more specific for either the neuronal or the digestive tract PDI
network. Together, the finding of global and specifier regulators
supports a model of a layered organization of TF function in C.
elegans transcription regulatory networks (Deplancke et al.
2006a).
The in-degree distribution of transcription regulatory net-
works in yeast and bacteria has been reported to decay expo-
nentially, which is similar to the degree distribution of random
networks, and suggests that there are no clear promoter hubs
(Thieffry et al. 1998; Guelzim et al. 2002). However, highly con-
nected promoters have been described in yeast regulatory net-
works (Yu et al. 2004; Borneman et al. 2006). The incoming de-
gree distribution of the core neuronal PDI network was best fit by
a power law with saturation. Although the biological significance
of this fit is at present unclear, it may result from the gene du-
plication driven growth and evolution of (biological) networks
(Albert and Barabasi 2000; Vazquez et al. 2003). The incoming
degree distribution points to the presence of promoter hubs. In-
deed, we do find several promoter hubs such as Punc-30 that bind
36 different TFs. Such promoter hubs may be specific for core
transcription regulatory networks, because the promoters of TF-
encoding genes have been proposed to be subject to more com-
plex regulation than other genes (Nelson et al. 2004; Woolfe et al.
2005). Future studies with non-TF genes are required to deter-
mine whether the in- and out-degree distribution of the core
neuronal PDI network are a reflection of the complete C. elegans
transcription regulatory network. Previously, it has been sug-
gested that highly regulated TFs may function as master regula-
tors of development (Borneman et al. 2006). This notion is sup-
ported by the fact that UNC-30, the most highly connected pro-
moter hub in our network, functions as a master regulator for the
terminal differentiation of type-D GABAergic motor neurons (Jin
et al. 1994).
TF modularity in PDI networks
Through a combination of PDI mapping, network analysis, TF
family annotation, and gene expression and ontology analysis,
we demonstrate for the first time that a metazoan PDI network is
organized into TF modules that relate to specific functionalities.
Previously, it has been shown that regulatory networks from uni-
Figure 5. Homeodomain TFs are neuronally expressed both in C. elegans and in mouse. (A) Association analysis between TF family and expression
patterns in C. elegans. (B) Association analysis between TF family and expression profiles in mouse. P-values were calculated by a two-tailed test, as well
as by a right- and left-tailed test for enrichment and depletion, respectively. We only show the latter values, and indicate with an asterisk when there
was a slight enrichment/depletion for which the two-tailed test was not significant.
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cellular systems such as bacteria and yeast possess a modular
architecture (Babu et al. 2004; Resendis-Antonio et al. 2005). Bac-
terial PDI network modularity was found by clustering the short-
est path length between any pair of genes in an undirected man-
ner (Resendis-Antonio et al. 2005). Since PDI networks contain
directed interactions, two types of modules can potentially oc-
cur: gene modules that contain genes that share interacting TFs
or TF modules that contain TFs that share target genes. Gene
modules have previously been identified by expression-profiling
correlation of TFs and their target genes (Tavazoie et al. 1999;
Segal et al. 2003; Ghazalpour et al. 2006) and by integrating such
data with physical interaction data obtained from TF-centered
approaches (Bar-Joseph et al. 2003; Beyer et al. 2006). We did not
observe any target-gene modularity in the core neuronal PDI net-
work. This is likely because we only used promoters of neuronal
genes and because most promoters bind a combination of global
and specifier TFs, most of which bind only one or two promoters
(Fig. 3A). We expect that target modularity will be uncovered in
larger C. elegans PDI networks that contain genes involved in dif-
ferent biological processes and/or expressed in different tissues.
We did find two TF modules in the core neuronal PDI net-
work. In metazoan PDI networks, such TF modularity is uniquely
revealed by a gene-centered approach, which enables the identi-
fication of numerous TFs (94 interactors in this study) in a stan-
dardized manner. Two TF modules consist of specifier TFs and are
connected to each other by several other TFs, including all of the
putative global regulators. Moreover, we find that the two mod-
ules associate with different functional aspects of the total net-
work. One of the most striking findings is that module 2 is en-
riched for paired homeodomain TFs and contains target genes
that are predominantly expressed in neurons (which is in con-
trast to the targets of module 1 that are expressed more broadly).
This correlation suggests that paired homeodomain TFs specifi-
cally regulate neuronal gene expression. Indeed, we find that
paired homeodomain TFs tend to be exclusively expressed in
neurons in both C. elegans and mouse. Several homeodomain
genes are known to play a role in the development of the central
nervous system in Drosophila and vertebrates (Kammermeier and
Reichert 2001; Akin and Nazarali 2005). Recently, an over-
representation of homeodomain binding sites has been detected
in the promoters of odorant receptors in mouse (Michaloski et al.
2006), and some of these were shown to be required for normal
odorant receptor expression (Rothman et al. 2005). This further
confirms that homeodomain TFs function in sensory neurons.
Several individual C. elegans and murine-paired homeodomain
TFs are known to function in neurons (Miller et al. 1992; Jin et al.
1994; Baran et al. 1999; Pujol et al. 2000; Altun-Gultekin et al.
2001; Boyl et al. 2001; Satterlee et al. 2001; Lanjuin et al. 2003;
Branicky and Hekimi 2005; Melkman and Sengupta 2005; Tucker
et al. 2005; Friocourt et al. 2006). Our data suggest that unchar-
acterized (paired) homeodomain TFs may also function to regu-
late neuronal gene expression and function.
Multiple paired homeodomain TFs in module 2 bind the
same target promoters, and may perhaps interact with the same
site within these promoters. Since we found that paired ho-
meodomain TFs tend to be specifically expressed in neurons, this
suggests that several members of this TF family may bind the
same neuronal gene promoter in vivo, for instance, under differ-
ent conditions during development or function of the animal.
Future studies, for instance, using ChIP, will be required to de-
termine whether all or some of these TFs all interact with their Y1H
targets in vivo. In addition, it will be important to determine which
of the interacting TFs actually affect target gene expression in vivo
and where and when in the (developing) animal these effects occur.
Taken together, by integrating physical interactions with
regulatory events, TF families, expression patterns and pro-
files, and functional annotations, we show that metazoan PDI
networks have a modular architecture that relates to network
functionality. Such modularity will provide a powerful tool to
understand how networks relate to biology and, potentially, to
annotate gene function in complex metazoan organisms.
Methods
Generation of Y1H promoter bait strains
Detailed Y1H protocols are described elsewhere (Deplancke et al.
2006b). Promoters for 47 neuronal transcription regulatory genes
were selected as DNA baits (Supplemental Table S1). For daf-16
and daf-12, two promoters were selected, based on different vari-
ants of each gene. For ceh-37, two promoter baits were created,
one upstream of the ATG and one upstream of the 5-UTR, since
this is >10 kb upstream of the first exon. Twenty promoter Entry
clones were retrieved from the promoterome (Dupuy et al. 2004).
We attempted to clone 30 promoters ab initio (i.e., by PCR from
genomic DNA using the translational start reported in WS153),
and cloned all except Pdaf-12a and Pnhr-36 (Supplemental Fig.
S1). With the exception of Pfozi-1, all promoters were transferred
into the Y1H destination vectors pMW#2 and pMW#3 and inte-
grated into the genome of Saccharomyces cerevisae YM4271. Pro-
moters that exhibit high self-activation for the lacZ reporter
could only be analyzed for activation of the HIS3 reporter
(Supplemental Table S2). Pdaf-12blacZ could not be integrated
into the yeast genome, and thus, only the HIS3 reporter could be
used for this promoter.
Y1H screens were performed with individual DNA bait
strains versus both AD-wrmcDNA (Walhout et al. 2000b) and
AD-TF (Deplancke et al. 2004) prey libraries (Supplemental Fig.
S1). Only double positives were considered, except when lacZ
was absent or highly self-active. All PDIs were retested by PCR/
gap repair. PCR products corresponding to preys that retested
were sequenced by Agencourt Bioscience Corporation. In total,
805 Interaction Sequence Tags were obtained (i.e., 5 tag se-
quences of the interactor preys) (Walhout et al. 2000a). The PDI
data for Pdaf-3, Pdaf-19, Pdie-1, and PT22H9.4 were comple-
mented by results obtained previously (Deplancke et al. 2006a).
Y1H mating assays against an AD-TF array (V. Vermeirssen,
B. Deplancke, M.I. Barrasa, J.S. Reece-Hoyes, H.E. Arda, C.A.
Grove, N.J. Martinez, R. Sequerra, L. Doucette-Stamm, M.R.
Brent, et al., in prep.) were performed with 16 bait strains
(Supplemental Table S2).
Finally, all available interactors were transformed into each
of the promoter strains. In addition to verifying PDIs, this en-
ables the identification of additional PDIs (Supplemental Fig. S1).
Preys found by Y1H screens and mating experiments were used,
as well as TFs corresponding to the Y1H promoter baits (150 preys
were used in total; Supplemental Table S3). The following preys
could not be examined because an ORF clone was not available:
HMG-11, LIN-49, NHR-36, NHR-45, NHR-83, R06C1.6, UNC-86,
Y59E9AL.2/3, and ZK287.6. Ninety-nine percent of the 7050
transformations were successful.
We performed these different Y1H assays because screens
alone are not saturating. Many TFs are likely under-represented
because the cDNA library is not normalized, and may therefore
be difficult to retrieve when a few million colonies are screened.
We find that we obtain the highest coverage by screening both
libraries. Some TFs cannot be detected when full-length proteins
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are used in Y1H. However, since the cDNA library contains many
incomplete ORFs, these may be retrieved from this library. In
addition, the cDNA library enables the identification of novel
putative TFs.
C. elegans TF expression patterns
Only interactors possessing a predicted DNA-binding domain
were considered (i.e., novel putative TFs were excluded). Expres-
sion pattern information for the 940 predicted C. elegans TFs in
wTF2.1 (V. Vermeirssen, B. Deplancke, M.I. Barrasa, J.S. Reece-
Hoyes, H.E. Arda, C.A. Grove, N.J. Martinez, R. Sequerra, L. Dou-
cette-Stamm, M.R. Brent, et al., in prep.) was retrieved using
WormMart in WormBase WS153. An expression-pattern code
was attributed to each TF as follows: (E) embryonic, (G) germline,
(H) epithelial tissues except for neuronal support cells, (I) intes-
tine, (M) muscle, (N) neuron, (O) other or unidentified cells,
(P) pharynx, (R) somatic reproductive tissue, (S) neuronal sup-
port cells (socket/sheath/glial cells), and (X) excretory system.
These can be grouped to describe expression in the following
systems: (HS) epithelial system, (PI) digestive tract, and (GR) re-
productive system. In the reproductive and digestive tract sys-
tems, only expression in the structural parts (i.e., musculature,
glands, epithelium) was annotated, while expression in the neu-
rons within those systems was considered N. Some examples:
pharyngeal neurons (N), vulval muscle (MR), rectal epithelium
(HI), amphids or phasmids (NS), male sensory rays (NS), broad
(EGHIMNOPRSX), and all somatic cells (EHIMNOPRSX). Embry-
onic expression was not included in subsequent analyses. Expres-
sion pattern information was available for 293 (N) of the 940
predicted TFs in wTF2.1. Information was available in WS153 for
55 (n) of the 83 interactor TFs in the core neuronal PDI network.
Enrichment for expression in a certain tissue was calculated using
a hypergeometric distribution. For a set of n (55) interactor TFs,
of which k are annotated with an expression pattern in a certain
tissue that exists in K of the N (293) C. elegans TFs, the hypergeo-
metric P-value is given by:
P X  k =
i=k
n
i
Kn−i
N−K
n
N
.
C. elegans DNA-binding domains
DNA-binding domains for the 940 predicted C. elegans TFs were
extracted from wTF2.1 (V. Vermeirssen, B. Deplancke, M.I. Bar-
rasa, J.S. Reece-Hoyes, H.E. Arda, C.A. Grove, N.J. Martinez, R.
Sequerra, L. Doucette-Stamm, M.R. Brent, et al., in prep.). Only
DNA-binding domain classes with 30 or more members were
considered (homeodomain, AT hook, basic helix-loop-helix,
bZIP, winged helix, zinc finger, and others). Zinc fingers were
divided into C2H2 zinc fingers, nuclear hormone receptors, and
other zinc fingers. By a 2 test we first analyzed whether the
nodes in the network represent a random sample of wTF2.1. Any
class with less than five expected members in the 2 test was
added to the class of “other DNA-binding domains.” The enrich-
ment or depletion for a specific DNA-binding domain in the net-
work was determined by a hypergeometric distribution (N = 962
DNA binding domains—some TFs possess multiple DNA-binding
domains). A similar approach was followed to analyze the DNA-
binding domain distribution within the homeodomain class.
Gene Ontology analysis
The enrichment of Biological Process Gene Ontology terms for
the interactor TFs in the network or modules was calculated by a
Fisher test using only genes for which such terms were available
in WormBase (WS164). They were available for 83% of the inter-
actor TFs in the network and for 82% and 100% of the TFs in
modules 1 and 2, respectively. Biological Process Gene Ontology
terms were available for 76% of all 940 predicted C. elegans TFs.
This was used as background population in the statistical analy-
sis. We calculated the enrichment in the complete network for
the following terms: reproduction, development, physiological
process, growth, cellular process, regulation of biological process,
and response to stimulus. In the modules, we only examined the
three GO terms that were significantly enriched in the entire
network (reproduction, development, and response to stimulus).
Nominal P-values are included in the main text. We also corrected
for multiple hypothesis testing by applying a Bonferroni correction
(Supplemental Table S8). Finally, we confirmed the statistical en-
richments by an independent method, FuncAssociate, which is
based on random sampling (Berriz et al. 2003; data not shown).
The enrichment of Biological Process Gene Ontology terms for
the paired homeodomains in mouse was calculated by the
DAVID functional annotation tool (http://david.abcc.ncifcrf.gov/)
(Dennis et al. 2003).
Cross-regulation
The enrichment for cross-regulation, i.e., the retrieval of inter-
actor TFs of which the promoters were also used as DNA baits,
was calculated by a hypergeometric distribution (see above) using
all 940 TFs (N) as the population. In total, 16 (k) of the 36 TF-
encoding target genes (K) were retrieved as interactors of the 83
TFs (n) in the network.
C. elegans DNA-binding domain—Expression pattern association
WS153 was used to examine whether there is an association
(Fisher test) between the presence of a particular DNA-binding
domain in a TF and the expression of this TF in a particular C.
elegans tissue. A total of 304 expression patterns were available
for all DNA-binding domains (some TFs contain multiple DNA-
binding domains). WS153 contained expression information for
69% of all homeodomains, 23% of all AT hooks, 51% of all basic
helix-loop-helices, 25% of all bZIPs, 56% of all winged helices,
21% of all C2H2 zinc fingers, 20% of all nuclear hormone recep-
tors, 35% of all other zinc fingers, and 32% of all other DNA-
binding domains in wTF2.1. Within the homeodomain class,
HOX, paired, and NK homeodomains were examined. The fol-
lowing tissues were considered: neurons, muscle, digestive tract,
epithelial system, reproductive system, and excretory system.
Mouse DNA-binding domains
Mouse TFs were compiled by first downloading mouse TF predic-
tions from DBD, a transcription factor database (version 1.2)
(Kummerfeld and Teichmann 2006). Ensembl protein IDs were
mapped to gene IDs using BioMart (http://www.ensembl.org/
Multi/martview) and all predictions for a gene were merged. A
total of 1305 mouse TFs that possessed a total of 1421 DNA-
binding domains were obtained. To identify the specific types of
homeodomain within the homeodomain class, the INTERPRO
(version 12.1) identifiers IPR007104 for paired, IPR007107 for
LIM, and IPR007103 for POU homeodomains were used. HOX
and NK homeodomains were identified from the literature, as
INTERPRO identifiers are not available for these (Luke et al. 2003;
Akin and Nazarali 2005).
Additional Methods are available in Supplemental Materials.
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